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To secure a position where the ability to communicate and liaise effectively with a 
diverse client group in a friendly and diplomatic manner can be put to good use.

NOVEMBER 2002 – JUNE 2015
ASST. LEAD INSTRUCTOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Trained and Inspected aviation technicians in all aviation related fields of study.
 Inspected contactor installations for quality of work and all airframe projects for 

completeness.
 Completed work on the aircraft and sign off the work order book with the 

technicians.
 Led completion projects successfully for a variety of customer aircraft.
 Trained and certified literally thousands of technicians inspecting, testing and 

qualifying there work in accordance with aviation standards and well known 
best practices.

 Supervised and supported engineering activities of nuclear propulsion plant 
throughout all areas and phases of operations. Served concurrently as 
technician, completing installation, removal, alignment, testing, and repair on 
complex components, systems, and equipment.

 Assisted students with completing their homework assignments in the areas of 
life science, physical science, biology, chemistry, physics, ngss, multiple math 
subjects, and anatomy/physiology.

2001 – 2002
LEAD INSTRUCTOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 I served as a lead instructor teaching children technology skills.
 Also served as marketing coordinator for the company.
 The kids learned valuable 21st century skills through the curriculum and class 

environment.
 Skills Used Teaching and marketing tasks.
 Instructed future firefighters in State of Florida Bureau of Standards &amp; 

Training Minimum Standards, FFI &amp; FFII (480 hours).
 Delivered advanced instruction to multiple Fire, EMS and law enforcement 

agencies in the topics of Fire Behavior, Hazardous Materials, Weapons of .
 Theoretical lectures such as Dental Sciences (Anatomy &amp; Physiology, Head 

&amp; Neck Anatomy and Oral Pathology), and clinical/lab training and 
practice .
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EDUCATION

High school or equivalent in Aircraft Structural Mechanic - 1978(N.A.S. - 
Millington, TN)

SKILLS

Curriculum Development, Technical, Programming, Video Game Design.
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